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課程名稱 
Course Title 英語會話（三）

授課教師 
Instructor 郭玉芬

學年度
Academic
year

93 學期
Semester 1

課程大綱

Tentative Syllabus for Junior Conversation Class (Fall)

Lecturer: Francis Yu-fen Kuo

Notice: These are general guidelines to the course. Students will be informed 
of any change or 
        modification.

Duration of the Course: Sep. 22, 2004- Jan. 19, 2005

Email (for student): guoyufen@yahoo.com (junk mails are not allowed!!)

Course Description：
The objective of this course is to help students develop oral English 
competence through communicative methods. To cope with the need for catching 
up with the ever-changing world, this course will be focused on discussions 
on current affairs. On top of that, we will explore more of the different 
facets of the English language in depth with the guidance of the textbook
—Exploring Language.

Appointed textbook & materials：
Exploring Language & newspapers or news magazines

 Scoring Policy： 
20% Midterm（individual report）；
20% Final (spontaneous speech)；
30% Group representations；
30% In-class participation and class attendance record

On Attendance: 
You are allowed 3 excused absences and one unexcused absence. 4 absences 
(including tardies) will put your grade below 50 and you risk the possibility 
of retaking the class. 3 tardies is equal to an absence and a drop in grade. 
8 tardies is equal to a possibility of retaking the class. Absence includes 
excused sicknesses. 5 points will be deducted from the final score for each 
unexcused absence. 

On presentation: 
No script is allowed. No Chinese is allowed without the teacher’s consent. 
For each group representation, the responsibilities of each member have to be 
clearly written down on the paper for the teacher’s grading reference. There 
will be 2 grades for each group representation—one for the individual and the 
other for the group as a whole. 


